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Exam season is fast approaching and you’re probably feeling the pressure of 
trying to help your child prepare. We’ve compiled some revision tips to help you 
banish the stress of exam prep.

1- Establish effective study habits

Help your child create a study plan early on (this will make you aware of their exam 
dates too), making sure it is realistic and achievable to avoid de-motivation. 
Planning in advance will also help avoid ineffective cramming sessions further 
down the line. Encourage them to use a weekly planner so they are accountable 
for their work. Don’t micro-manage. Provide extra support if they need or ask for it.

2- Take a break!

Don’t try and force them to work for hours at a time. Their concentration span is 
limited and it will hinder the success of their revision if they are trying to do 
mammoth sessions. Suggest the use of a timer as well as regularly changing 
revision subject, to avoid getting stuck in a rut. Check out our Pomodoro video as 
it's a really simple way for students to manage their time effectively:

https://youtu.be/RlidoiSrpB0

Five simple revision tips for parents
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3- Practise past papers

Past papers encourage your child to think contextually, rather than just trying to 
memorise an entire text book. You can help by creating a realistic, timed, exam 
scenario when they are completing practice papers .This will encourage them to get 
used to working under pressure and develop exam strategies, helping them feel less 
anxious on the day.

4- Watch for signs of frustration

It’s important that your child is in the right frame of mind for revising. If they are 
struggling over something in particular, it may be best to park it for the night, 
reassess the next day and break it down into manageable chunks. Look out for 
stress and worry over exams that have been and gone. Be sure to ask them how 
their exam went, then shift their focus to what’s coming up next and encourage them 
to say in a positive mind-set. It is important to remember the role of a healthy diet, 
plenty of water and exercise in keeping a healthy outlook on exams.

5- Ask for help

If you are working closely with your child to help them study, but feel the work is 
beyond your own skill set, it may be worth seeing if there is another family member 
who can assist. Or, if you feel this may be a long term issue and your child needs extra 
support, it may be worth hiring a private tutor to help improve your child’s 
understanding of the subject. Alternatively there is lots of free support online, offering 
revision help for a huge range of subjects. Don’t forget- teachers are just at the end of 
a phonecall and are ALWAYS happy to help!
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Year 9 English 
Revision
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Year 9 Maths
 Revision

What I need to know

Graphs and Charts:
● Draw and interpret scatter graphs (including correlation).
● Draw and analyse frequency polygons.

Averages and Range
● Calculate and estimate averages and range for data in a 

grouped frequency table.

Standard Form:
● Convert between ordinary numbers and standard form.
● Use all four operations with numbers in standard form.

Laws of indices and surds:
● Understand and use the laws of indices.
● Understand what a surd is, and be able to simplify surds.

Algebra Recap:
● Simplify algebraic expressions.
● Expand brackets and factorise expressions.
● Solve equations.

Triangles:
● Draw (construct) triangles.
● Identify congruent triangles (SSS, SAS, AAS, RHS).

Loci and Bearings:
● Draw (construct) the four basic types of loci (including 

angle bisector and perpendicular bisector of a line).
● Draw and measure bearings.

Probability
● Use words and numbers to describe probabilities.
● Calculate probabilities of mutually exclusive events.
● Use sample space diagrams to list outcomes.

Sets and Venn diagrams
● Understand basic set notation.
● Use Venn diagrams to sort sets of data.
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Year 9 Science 
Revision
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Year 9 Cycle 3 Industrial Britain 1750-1900 and 
Whitechapel 1870-1890 and 20th Century Revision
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Year 9 Cycle 3 Industrial Britain 1750-1900 and 
Whitechapel 1870-1890 and 20th Century Revision
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Year 9 Geography 
Revision

What must I know?

Why is the Middle East an important region?    

How does the physical geography influence the 
region?

   

What problems does the climate of the Middle East 
create for the region?

   

Why is the population of the Middle East so diverse?    

Why is the Middle East a major economic region of 
the world?

   

How has the United Arab Emirates developed?    

Why is Yemen the poorest country in the Middle 
East?

   

Why is there ongoing conflict in the Middle East?    

Why is the Middle East an important world region?
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What I must know

Describe – use of hand tools    

Identify – softwoods, hardwoods and manmade boards    

Identify – designers and design movements    

Explain – the use of quality assurance and quality control in the 
lamp manufacture

   

Explain – the reason for the choice of plywood for the 
manufacture of the lamp

   

Explain – the use of analysis in the design process    

Define – the terms CAD/CAM and their use in the lamp    

Calculate – the total amount of waste in the manufacture of a 
product

   

Year 9 DT 
Low Voltage Lamp

Equations/ writing frames to learn in this topic:
Use the writing frames for:

·         Hand tools
·         Timbers
·         Design movements
·         Preparing work for the laser cutter
·         Working drawings for the lamp
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Softwoods Softwoods come from evergreen trees (those that keep their needles 
in winter), they tend to grow faster than hardwoods and have a more 
open grain. They are commonly used in the construction industry. 
Examples include Douglas Fir and Spruce

Hardwoods Hardwoods come from deciduous trees (those that loose their leaves 
in winter), they tend to grow very slowly and have a close grain. They 
tend to be expensive so are used in expensive furniture. Common 
examples include Oak and Beech.

Manmade Boards Manmade boards include plywood, blockboard and MDF and are 
made from either sheets or sections of timber glued together or from 
particles being glued together under pressure. The advantage of 
manmade boards is they are available in a wide range of sizes and 
tend to be more stable that other timbers so they don’t warp or twist 
as much.

CAD Computer Aided Design – the CAD packages we use most often in 
school is 2D Design, we use this to produce the designs that we cut 
on the laser cutter. In the lamp we will be designing the shade to fit 
with the arms of the lamp and to design a custom base for the lamp.

CAM Computer Aided Manufacture – the laser cutter is the CAM machine 
we use the most often, we use this to cut out the designs for the 
shade and base of the lamp.

Timbers, ACCESSFM
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Tenon saw – used 
to cut the plywood 
pieces to length

Bench hook – used 
when cutting the 
plywood

Tri square – used 
to mark at 90 
degrees to an 
edge on the 
plywood

Belt Sander – used 
to sand the plywood 
to marked lines and 
curves

Pop Art - Pop art is one of the major art movements of the 
twentieth century. The movement was characterized by themes 
and techniques drawn from popular mass culture, such as 
advertising and comic books. Typical artists included Andy Warhol 
and Roy Lichtenstien

Art Deco - Art Deco was a popular design movement from 1920 
until 1939, affecting the decorative arts such as architecture, 
interior design, and industrial design, famous art deco artists 
include Rene Lalique and Jean Dunand.

Memphis - Memphis was a Milan-based collective of furniture 
and product designers whose work dominated the design scene 
of the early 1990’s. Its bold designs drew on influences from 
existing and past design movements. Famous designers include 
Ettore Sottsass and George Sowden

For the image above to be ready for the laser cutter, what do we need 
to do?
RED line – cutting, BLACK areas – etched onto the plywood. The first 
stage was to copy in a black and white clipart, we then turned it 
transparent before contouring it in red. The lines were joined to the 
bracket and then the unwanted lines were deleted. We also need a 
blank back for the shade and the spacer layer in the middle where the 
USB lead can run through

Tools, Designers and CAD/CAM
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What I must know

Identify & Describe – use of equipment/utensils    

Define – food and cookery terms    

Explain – how to prevent a food poisoning outbreak    

Explain – functions of ingredients in a given recipe    

Identify and Explain – macro & micronutrients and their 
functions within the body

   

Calculate – food prices in a cafe    

Year 9 Food

Equations/ writing frames to learn in this topic:
Use the writing frames for:

·         Eatwell Guide
·         Equipment and functions memory recall from practicals
·         The 4 C’s worksheets

Recipes
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What I must know

Describe – facts about graffiti
You should use P-E-E paragraphs to answer these questions:
POINT – Give your answer
EXPLAIN – Explain/describe what this means
EXAMPLE – Include a real example, statistic, etc to prove it

   

Identify – the general nature of fibers and fabrics. Match these to 
the requirements of products.

   

Identify – the specification points for a bus seats.    

Explain – why a poly-cotton blend is suitable for a surgeon’s 
scrubs.
You should aim to discuss 2-3 points. Whilst 2 developed points 
is often enough, the best answers will touch on three issues to 
ensure maximum marks in case an examiner doesn't feel one 
point is developed enough.

   

Define – a hem.    

Analysis:
Appraise a child’s car seat cover and cushion insert.

   

Calculate – the dimensions of a cushion, taking seam and hem 
allowances into consideration.

   

Year 9 Textiles
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What I Must Know

How to confidently apply tone and shade to a 
drawing

To be able to label the features of the face 
using the correct proportions

To then be able to draw the features of the 
face demonstrating knowledge of proportion 

To demonstrate creative use of relief 
pattern in the construction of a 3D mask 
(continued from cycle 2)

Critique the work of the illustrator  Emma 
Dibben and decipher what elements make her 
work successful

To demonstrate skills in the application of ink 
and watercolour using the correct ratio of 
water to paint

To produce a range of good quality 
observational drawings of fruit, 
demonstrating how you have worked in the 
style of Emma Dibben

YEAR 9 ART 
REVISION
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Year 9 French 
Revision

What I Must Know

Say where you went on holidays, who 
with and how (means of transport).

Describe what you did using the 
Perfect tense (Past) - Verbs using 
AVOIR as an auxiliary verb.

Describe what you did using the 
Perfect tense (Past) - Verbs using 
ÊTRE as an auxiliary verb.

Express and justify opinions.

Describe what the weather was like.

Use a range of connectives and 
sequencing words to narrate events.
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Pour les vacances, je suis allé(e)…
For the holidays, I went...
en France - to France
en Italie - to Italy
en Espagne - to Spain
en Allemagne - to Germany
en Écosse - to Scotland
au Pays-de-Galles - to Wales
aux États-Unis - to the United States
au Mexique - to Mexico (exception)

Pour les vacances, je suis resté(e)...
For the holidays, I stayed ...
en Angleterre - in England

J’ai voyagé… I travelled
en voiture - by car
en avion - by plane
en autobus- by coach
en train - by train
en bateau - by boat
en vélo - by bike
à pied - on foot

avec … with             sans - without
mes parents - my parents
ma famille - my family
mes copains - my friends (boys or mixed)
mes copines - friends (girls only)
ma classe - my class

Opinions 

C’était – it was                             
sensass – sensational                  
fantastique – fantastic                       
cool – cool                                      
idyllique – idyllic                    
formidable – great                              
beau - beautiful                             
bien –good                                  
tranquille – quiet                                
nul – rubbish                            
casse-pied – annoying                        
ennuyeux – boring                  
intéressant –  interest                                            
pas mal – not bad                             
moyen – average                        
bruyant – noisy                                 
sale - dirty                                   
affreux- awful

Quel temps faisait-il? What was the 
weather like?

Il pleuvait - It was raining                                                                       
Il neigeait - It was snowing                           
Il faisait froid - It was cold                          
Il faisait chaud - It was hot                           
Il faisait gris - It was overcast                     
Il faisait soleil - It was sunny                           
Il faisait de l’orage - It was stormy                  
Il faisait du vent - It was windy                       
Il faisait du brouillard - It was foggy          
C’était la canicule - There was a 
heatwave

Using “Y” – there

To avoid repetition, use “y”                 
Eg: Je suis allé en France. J’y suis allé 
avec ma famille.                                   
I went to France. I went there with 
my family.

  to:
en +f
au+ m
aux+ pl Intensifiers & 

Modifiers:
assez: quite
très: very
vraiment:really
peu: of little
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Verbs using AVOIR as an auxiliary verb in the Perfect Tense (Past)

Verbs using ÊTRE as an auxiliary verb in the perfect Tense (Past)

aller - to go Je suis allé(e) -  I went Nous sommes allé(es) - We went

rester - to stay Je suis resté(e) - I stayed Nous sommes resté(es) - We stayed 

partir - to leave Je suis parti(e) - I left Nous sommes parti(es) - We left

arriver - to arrive Je suis arrivé(e) - I arrived Nous sommes arrivé(e) - We arrived

rentrer - to go 
home

Je suis rentré(e) - I went home Nous sommes rentré(e) - We went home

visiter - to visit J’ai visité - I visited On a / Nous avons visité - We visited

voyager - to travel J’ai voyagé -  I travelled On a / Nous avons voyagé- We travelled

manger - to eat J’ai mangé - I ate On a / Nous avons mangé - We ate

passer - to spend J’ai passé - I spent On a / Nous avons passé - We spent

acheter - to buy J’ai acheté - I bought On a / Nous avons acheté - We bought

jouer - to play J’ai joué - I played On a / Nous avons joué- We played

rencontrer - to meet J’ai rencontré- I met On a / Nous avons rencontré - We met

louer - to rent J’ai loué - I rented On a / Nous avons loué - We rented

parler - to talk J’ai parlé - I talked On a/ Nous avons parlé - We talked

regarder - to watch J’ai regardé - I watched On a / Nous avons regardé- We watched

porter - to wear J’ai porté - I wore On a / Nous avons porté - We wore

faire - to do J’ai fait - I did On a / Nous avons fait - We did

Connectives
et - and 
ainsi que - as well as
mais - but
donc - so, therefore
cependant - however
en revanche - on the other hand
pourtant - however
néanmoins - nevertheless
même si - even though
car/parce que /puisque / vu que - because
quand - when
où - where

Sequencing words used to narrate events:
d’abord - firstly
puis - then
après - after
ensuite - then
enfin - finally
le matin - in the morning
l’après-midi - in the afternoon
le soir - in the evening
avant de + infinitive - before …
en … + ant - while doing something
pendant (une semaine) - for (a week)
donc / par conséquent - so / consequently
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Year 9 German Revision

What I Must Know

To say whether you are healthy or 
unhealthy.

To say whether other people are healthy 
or unhealthy (3rd person)

To describe what you do to stay healthy

To discuss which sports you do and 
specify how often.

Compare your lifestyle as a child with 
your lifestyle now

To use modal verbs to describe what 
you or others could/should do to 
improve their health

To say what you will do in the future to 
improve your health (FUTURE tense)

To recognise body parts and discuss 
illnesses/injuries
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Cycle 3 German Knowledge Organiser:
Healthy Lifestyles. 

Bist du gesund oder 
ungesund? Warum?
Are you healthy or 
unhealthy? Why?
Ich glaube, ich bin…
I think I am…
(sehr/ziemlich/nicht sehr)
(very/quite/not very)
gesund
healthy
ungesund
unhealthy

Was machst du, um gesund zu bleiben?
What do you do to stay healthy?
Um gesund zu bleiben… 
In order to stay healthy… 

esse/trinke ich viel/wenig…
I eat/drink lots of/not much + food group

Obst Fruit
Gemüse Vegetables
Fleisch Meat
Fisch Fish
Fastfood Fast food
Milchprodukte Dairy products
Salziges Essen Savoury/salty food
Süßes Essen Sweet food

Wie war dein Lebensstil früher? Wie ist es jetzt?
What was your lifestyle like when you were younger?
What’s it like now?
Als ich jünger war, When I was younger…
…sah ich viele Filme …I watched a lot of films
…trieb ich viel Sport ...I did a lot of sport
…aβ ich oft Kekse …I ate a lot of biscuits
…trank ich viel Cola …I drank a lot of coke
 
…aber heutzutage… …but nowadays…
…sehe ich keine Filme ..I don’t watch any films
… treibe ich nicht viel Sport ...I don’t do much sport
…esse/trinke ich nie… …I never eat/drink...
…esse ich keine… …I don’t eat any...
…esse ich ... nicht mehr ...I don't eat … any more
…esse ich selten… …I rarely eat ...
…esse ich nicht so viele... ...I don't eat so many...

Was sollte man machen, um fit/gesund zu 
bleiben?
What should “one” do to stay fit/healthy?
To express a general statement about what 
people should do, we use the impersonal 
pronoun “man” with the modal verb sollen, 
with an infinitive (verb form ending with -EN 
at the end of the sentence.)

Man sollte…+ INFINITIVE
“One” should…

mehr/weniger...
more/less...

[food item] essen ...eat
[drink] trinken ...drink
Sport treiben … do sport
[specific sport] spielen ...play __ 
schlafen ...sleep
Zeit am Computer verbringen

                   ...spend time on computer
63
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Extend your answers!
In German, there are TWO words we can use to 
say “because”.

“DENN” is the simplest of the two as it has no 
impact on word order.
I like to eat chips because chips are tasty
Ich esse gern Pommes, DENN Pommes sind 
lecker
As you can see, the subject (thing) and the verb 
(action) follow the exact same word order as we 
would use in English.

“WEIL makes the verb run a mile!”
I think I am healthy because I eat lots of fruit.
Ich glaube, ich bin gesund, WEIL ich viel Obst 
esse.

In this example, the verb is sent to the END of the 
sentence. 

PERFECT (past) PRESENT FUTURE

ich habe… gegessen esse werde... essen

du hast… gegessen isst wirst… essen

er/sie hat...gegessen isst wird… essen

wir haben... gegessen essen werden... essen

ihr habt… gegessen esst werdet... essen

sie/Sie haben... gegessen essen werden... essen

ich habe… getrunken trinke werde... trinken

du hast… getrunken trinkst wirst… trinken

er/sie hat...getrunken trinkt wird… trinken

wir haben... getrunken trinken werden... trinken

ihr habt… getrunken trinkt werdet... trinken

sie/Sie haben… getrunken trinken werden... trinken

Time phrases

PAST
Gestern

Yesterday
Letzte Woche

Last week
Am Montag
On Monday

Letztes Jahr
Last year
Früher

Previously 

PRESENT
Heute
Today

Normalerweise
Normally

Im Moment
At the moment

FUTURE
In der Zukunft

In the future

Adjectives

KEY VERBS
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Year 9 ICT Revision 
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Year 9 Music Revision
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EXTRINSIC FACTORS

INTRINSIC FACTORS

Use the checklist to assess your understanding of the topics you need to 
know.
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Environmental factors

Weather

Playing surface/performance 
area

Other participants

Coaching/Supervision

Poor/incorrect techniques

Ineffective communication

Importance of rules and 
regulations

Equipment

Protective equipment (shin 
pads, gum shield)

Performance equipment (e.g. 
hockey stick, cricket bat)

Suitability of clothing/footwear

Type of activity

Some sports have a higher risk 
and present different injury risks.

E.g. contact to non-contact 
sports

Extrinsic factors which can affect the risk of injury in Sport

Extrinsic factors are out of 
our control - as a performer 

we cannot control these.
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Intrinsic factors which can affect the risk of injury in Sport
Individual variables

Flexibility-women are more flexible than men

Age-Young children and old people have lower levels of fitness, compared to 
young people

Nutrition-we need enough calories for energy to do sport

Sleep-fatigue can increase injury risk as we may miss things

Gender-men are stronger than women

Previous/recurring injuries-higher risk of injuring these again

Physical Preparation

Training

Warm up

Cool down

Fitness levels

Overuse

Muscle imbalance

Motivation

Motivation will increase concentration and focus 
so a performer can time tackles correctly and 
perform skills safely.

Aggression
Too much aggression can cause a performer to 
perform a technique such as a tackle too hard 
and cause injury to themselves/others.
This may lead to them breaking the rules. 

Intrinsic factors are 
things that we can 

control ourselves, or 
they are personal to us.



CAUSES OF POOR POSTURE

Poor stance – bending your knees or hunching the shoulders when 
standing

Sitting positions – slumping/slouching instead of sitting upright

Physical defects – Muscles weaken around an injured area

Fatigue – Tired muscles are unable to support skeleton properly

Clothing/footwear- wearing shoes with high heels can affect posture 
through slouching or putting your head down.

Emotional factors – low self-esteem or confidence can affect posture

Posture 

Pelvic Tilt
This is a condition where 

the hips are not level. 

Round shoulder
A condition where the shoulders resting 
position has moved forward from 
alignment.

Lordosis
A condition in which the 
spine in the lower back 
has an excessive 
curvature

Kyphosis
An excessive curvature 

of the upper spine 
causing the back to 
appear slouched or 

hunched.

 

Scoliosis
A back condition that causes the spine 

to curve to the side in an ‘S’ shape. 
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Year 9 
Ethics & Beliefs Revision

What I must know & do

Know the Incarnation knowledge    

Know the Incarnation sources of authority    

Know the Incarnation influence on believers    

Know the crucifixion knowledge    

Know the crucifixion sources of authority    

Know the crucifixion influence on believers

Know the Salvation and Atonement knowledge

Know the Salvation and Atonement  sources of 
authority

Know the Salvation and Atonement  influence on 
believers

Know exam answer types and structures

Practice questions using the content on the 
knowledge organiser
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